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Viewpoint

Wearing a PFD

John Simmons
Director

Bureau of Boating
Pennsylvania Fish Commission

The Commission has stressed the importance of wearing a personal flotation device
as the first line of defense against drowning. This recommendation has been made
as a result of the analysis of Pennsylvania fatal boating accidents. Statistics have
shown over the years that if you want to drown, you should go out on cold water in
a small boat with a couple of beers and no life jacket.
We have emphasized that wearing a PFD can save your life, but we have not sug-

gested that it should be made a requirement except in special cases where the
danger is real and obvious. It has been and will continue to be our belief that
regulations should protect people's lives and their property without unduly restrict-
ing their rights to make personal choices. Regulations such as slow, no-wake
restrictions, horsepower limitations, rules of the road, and operating-under-the-
influence restrictions are designed not so much for personal protection as for the
protection of others who are also using the water.
Other regulations are designed to assure the boat operator that his boat is safe.

Examples include construction standards and requirements for capacity plates, vis-
ual distress signals and PFD carriage.
Education should be the primary tool for the protection of people from their own

foolhardiness. Exception must be made for regulations to cover people who
continue to disobey the rules of common sense, despite all of our warnings and
attempts to reach them.
Prime examples of these types of regulations are requirements to wear PFDs

while operating personal watercraft and sailboards. Persons operating these devices
know they will end up in the water at some time or another, and even though most
of these boaters already wear their devices, there was a hard corps of "it-won't-
happen-to-me" types who refused to wear PFDs voluntarily. A regulation was
needed for these people.
The Fish Commission and the Bureau of State Parks have for a number of years

mandated that all children under the age of nine wear a PFD. Everyone agreed that
this regulation was a good idea. It instills in the child a sense of safety that will
hopefully carry on to adulthood.
But what was the basis for this regulation? Were children drowning in boating

accidents? The answer is no. The regulation gave parents a hammer with which to
threaten their children. Some parents were having trouble convincing their children
to wear a bulky horsecollar device that was commonly available at the time. "The
police are going to arrest you if you don't have your life jacket on," they'd say. It
worked.
The Pittsburgh District U. S. Army Corps of Engineers recently took the process

of protecting the individual from himself one step further. Last June, the Corps
made it illegal to operate a boat less than 16 feet in length or any canoe unless all
persons on board wear a PFD. The Corps established this regulation in response to
a number of recent accidents involving this type of craft on Corps impoundments.

Will this action save lives? Probably, but at what price? Was this action neces-
sary? In the Corps' estimation it was because it addresses a perceived need to
protect the people who use their facilities. Could it have been avoided? Definitely.

If boaters had worn their PFDs voluntarily in situations where there was an obvi-
ously dangerous situation, that is, cold weather, rough water, and small boats on big
waters, then the number of fatalities would have diminished dramatically. Last year
13 persons lost their lives in boating accidents in Pennsylvania. Eleven probably
could have been saved had they worn their life jackets.

Don't become a statistic and don't become the reason for more boating regula-
tions. Wear your life jacket when it is comfortable and especially when it is needed.
Don't push the limits, and don't think that it can't happen to you.
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What's New in
Canoe Paddles?

by Cliff Jacobson

Straight paddles aren't dead:
You'll still find examples at canoe
liveries and summer camps,
whitewater show-off events, and
scattered helter-skelter in a
polyethylene barrel at some
hardware stores. Elsewhere, the
rule is five-, 10-, and 14-degree
bends or S-blades with 2 1/2-
degree offsets. And for the
ultimate in efficiency with dead-
quiet entry and no wasted power,
there are hydro-anatomically
curved tips that grab the water
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and sweep it directly into the scientifically
foiled blade!

One-piece wood paddles? There are a
few around, mostly nostalgic ash beaver-
tails and toys for the kids. Everything else
is laminated from select wood and fiber-
glass, or carefully alloyed from E-glass, S-
glass, Kevlar, graphite, closed-cell foam and
other synthetic materials. The new pad-
dling sticks are lighter, stronger and more
comfortable to use than anything the In-
dians ever built. And they are far more
beautiful, too. If you think American crafts-
manship went out with the Great Depres-
sion, you'd best hold your tongue until
you've tried the state-of-the-art paddling
furniture.

Physics and bent-shaft paddles
Canoes respond to the laws of physics.

Push water back with your paddle and the
craft slides ahead. It follows that for
maximum efficiency, the push should be
straight back, not angled upward at the end,
as when completing a forward stroke with
a straight paddle. Enter the bent-shaft paddle,
which provides a nearly straight-line push.
Figure 4 shows why it's more efficient.

Years of racing experience suggest that
for going fast, nothing equals a 14- to 15-
degree bent-shaft paddle. Lesser bends
enhance control in rapids (more on this later)
but are woefully inefficient on the flats.

Besides blistering speed, there are other
reasons to select a bent blade. Foremost
is the fact that you use different muscles
when stroking a bent shaft. Straight paddles
are essentially "fulcrumed" through the
water, which strains both arms. Bent blades
are levered nearly straight down to capture
the full power of your shoulders and body.
Most bent piddles also have rolled-over grips
(figure 3), which further aid in the smooth
transmission of power.
The bent blade is best for going fast on

the straightaways. What about turns and
correctional strokes? Frankly, until you
master the bent blade, you'll be better off
with a straight shaft But with practice comes
perfection, and soon turns and steering
strokes, like the traditional J and Canadian
pitch stroke, will come easier. In time, you
may even come to prefer your bent paddle
for the most complex maneuvers. Here's
why:
Study the cross-bow draw in figure 1.

Notice how the forward bend of the paddle
blade clearly provides a more obtuse, water-
grabbing angle than that of the straight shaft
when turning to the left. Steering is eas-
ier with the bent blade, too. Beginners are

CANOE TURNS

a

CROSS-BOW
DRAW

figure 1

a = straight paddle
b = bent paddle

BOW

CROSSOVER

NORMAL
PADDLING
SIDE

Bent-shaft paddle is more
efficient for turning the
canoe.

-A BOW

b a

figure 2

paddle shaft

"J" Stroke

a = straight paddle
b = bent paddle

NOTE HOW BENT
PADDLE "WORKS"
CLOSER TO KEEL LINE
WHEN PERFORMING
THE "C" OR "J" STROKE.

illustrorions- Rose Boegli

often told to paddle "under" the canoe rather
than alongside it, because the closer you
stroke to the keel line, the better the canoe
will track and the less waver you'll have
to correct.
Note in figure 2 that the curved blade of

the bent paddle travels closer to the keel
line of the canoe than does the straight shaft.
This makes traditional steering strokes like
the "J" easier to execute. Once you try the
bent shaft in the stern of a tandem canoe—
or in the center of a solo canoe—you won't
return to a conventional straight stick.
The idea that straight blades are better

for steering than bent blades goes back to
the 1970s when bent-shaft paddles were
typically 48 to 52 inches short. For effort-
less steering, you need enough length (54
inches is about right for most medium-
volume cruising canoes) to work under the
canoe.

Sizing the bent shaft
Two decades ago, bow paddlers were told

to pick a paddle that came to their nose:
Stemmen were advised to select one that
reached the eyes. Then, in the early 1980s,
there came a revelation—that it was the
length of your upper torso (the part of your
body above the canoe seat), not your overall
height, that determined paddle length.
Suddenly, the rules for paddle selection were
simplified to read:

Set your canoe in the water and climb
aboard.

Measure the distance from your shoul-
der (height of the top grip) to the water.
That's the shaft length (figure 5). To this
add the length of the blade (20 to 25 inches,
depending on paddle style). That's the coma
paddle length. Note that the blade length
is of no concern in this calculation.
To size a paddle without a canoe, stack

up some books to equal the height of your
canoe seat. Now, sit down and measure
from the floor to your shoulder. This dis-
tance would be the correct shaft length if
your canoe rode on top of the water. Now,
decrease the measured shaft length by an
amount equal to the freeboard of your canoe.
This figure should equal three to four inches
for the typical tandem touring boat, maybe
an inch less for a high-performance solo
canoe.
Note that you need to know the height

of your canoe seat and the weight of gear
in your canoe when you select a paddle.
Simply put, you need a shorter paddle when
carrying a load of camping equipment than
when running empty.
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"Ledge"
or

rolled-over
grip.

figure 3

figure 4

LIFT
bent-shaft

or paddle pushes
, water straight back.

a b a

straight paddle.

Note how straight paddle (a) lifts water at
end of stroke, while bent paddle (b) pushes it
straight back.

illustrations- Rose Rotel

Blade width considerations
Typical blades measure 18 to 20 inches

long and 8 1/2 to nine inches wide. Compare
this short, squat profile to the 23-inch x 7-
inch straight spruce bruiser at your hard-
ware store. The rationale for the wide, low-
slung blade is four-fold: 1) there is no wasted
surface area (no blade out of the water) when
paddling shallow water; 2) modem canoe-
ists prefer a high-cadence forward stroke
that does not have a conscious correctional
steering component. As the canoe turns off
track, the stem person yells "hut," and the
team simultaneously switches paddling sides.
The shorter blade produces a shorter over-
all paddle length that makes switching easier,
3) the decrease in blade cross-sectional area
translates to less weight in the finished
paddle; and 4) a smaller blade allows the
paddler to maintain the high stroke rate
needed to efficiently propel today's light-
weight high-performance canoes.

Camber
All the great bent-shaft paddles am slightly

cambered (have a convex shape) on por-
tions of one or both blade faces. Camber
adds structural stiffness to the blade and
promotes smooth water flow when the
paddle is moved sideways through the water.
However, a hydrofoil shape on the power
face allows water to slide off the edges of
the blade, so there is some loss of forward
thrust.
For this reason, racers who want all-out

speed at any price choose a blade that is
table-flat or has some concavity in the power
face.
On the other hand, if maneuverability is

your game, you'll want slight camber in
the upper power face. Don't overdo it,
though; power loss from a highly cambered
blade is significant.
My advice? Stick with a 14-degree flat-

faced racing paddle and learn to control it.
And get a more neutral-cambered blade (or
even a straight shaft) for lily-dipping.

SHOULDER
LEVEL

SHAFT
LENGTH

BLADE
LENGTH

NOTE THAT PADDLE JUST CLEARS
THE SHOULDER.

figure 5

Getting the right angle
Two-and-one-half- and five-degree

bends: Not enough angle to improve
paddling efficiency. The real advantage of
these slightly bent blades is that they al-
low the paddle maker to offer uni-direc-
tional paddles. That is, the grip can be rolled
over (ledged) for greater comfort and one
blade face can be cambered while the other
remains flat. The best paddles for solo and
tandem freestyle—a sport in which canoe-
ists perform complex balletic maneuvers—
have 2 1/2- or five-degree bends.

Two-and-one-half-degree S-blades:
These barely bent paddles, which describe
a lazy S in cross-section, are state-of-the-
art for solo freestyle maneuvers. Prices are
high, $150 plus, and worth it! Once you
try an S-blade, you'll be hooked.

Seven- and 10-degree bends: Compro-
mise curves where the emphasis is more
on maneuvering than speed. My advice?
For efficiency on the straightaways, stick
with the 14-degree bend. In rapids, switch
to a conventional straight blade. Choose
the 2 1/2-degree S if your game is solo or
tandem flatwater slalom.

Tip lips
Getting bogged down in terminology?

This one's easy. Just picture a downward
curve (lip) at the tip of a paddle (figure 6).
As the blade is drawn through the water,
the gentle curve grabs the flow and keeps
it from sliding off the blade face as the paddle
is pulled along. Sounds technical and a bit
hokey, but it really works. Same idea as
a spoon-bladed kayak paddle but in reduced
perspective.
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Paddle tip protectors
Scenario: Ahead is a boulder you must

avoid. Eyes on the obstacle, you reach far
out and execute a classic "draw" right in
the path of an invisible submerged rock.
Seconds later, you feel the rasping jolt of
wood grinding stone. Damage includes a
broken tip and split blade. The repair will
require fiberglass and epoxy—materials you
don't have on the river!

Fortunately, a scene like this can remain
a dream if you select a modem paddle with
a plastic tip protector. I've been testing
synthetically tipped Bending Branches and
Grey Owl paddles for three years now, and
they earn high marks. The tough polyure-
thane tips won't split or chunk even when
"scientifically" thrown full force against
a cast iron manhole cover! Amazingly, these
miracles of indestructibility cost only a few
dollars more than similarly built paddles
with wooden tips.

Wood or synthetic?
It boils down to how much weight you

want to heft. Good wood paddles weigh
in at 19 to 24 ounces—a full half-pound
lighter than most hardware store sticks. But
if you think that's light, check out the high-

Above is a Barton 14-degree bent
graphite paddle. Below, note the tough
urethane paddle tip. Smacking your
paddle on a rock can break the tip or
split the blade, so a paddle tip protector
is a wise investment. At left are do-it-
yourself fiberglass and metal tip
protectors.

Try a synthetic high-
tech paddle and you won't

want to return to a
wooden one. The bottom
line is weight. Wooden

paddles weigh about 19 to
24 ounces. Synthetics can
weigh 12 ounces or less.

tech carbon-fiberffoam-core/epoxy-Kevlar
blades. These exquisitely balanced ana-
tomically perfect paddling tools tip the scales
at 12 ounces or less and cost $125 to $160.
One look and you'll scoff at their ugliness:
One try and you won't use anything else.
For information, contact these companies:
•Black Bart Paddle Co., 5830 U.S. 45,

South Bruce Crossing, MI 49912.
•Barton Paddle Co., 931 Knollwood

Drive, Grand Rapids, MN 55744.
•Maxcraft Paddles, TERTM Inc., 1260

Sugar Loaf Road, Winona, MN 55987.

Edge thickness
If you want dead-quiet entry and exit from

the water, select a paddle with an edge that's
micro-thin. Anything over one-eighth-inch
wide at its narrowest point is too thick for
serious sport paddling.

Shaft configuration
Two decades ago, quality built paddles

featured symmetrical round shafts. Today,
high-tech shafts are engineered with a long
oval that runs at right angles to the blade.
Tremendous thought has been put into the
diameter and taper of the long oval, for the
feel must be "right" or your hands will tire
(shaft too thick) or cramp (shaft too thin)
after long hours of paddling. If a new paddle
needs work with file and sandpaper, do it
now. Your hands are unique, and so, too,
should be your paddle.

Cost considerations
About $65 buys you a good cruising

paddle; $75 will get you a class act white-
water stick with urethane tip. A fine frees-
tyle S-blade or graphite/Kevlar bent-shaft
will set you back $150 and with careful use,
will last a dozen years.
These high prices suggest that all

paddles—even those with indestructible
tips—should be babied in rocky areas and
stored carefully on a rack at home. And
no good paddle should ever be thrown
carelessly into a car trunk when traveling.
A fabric paddle bag (you can make or buy
one) is your best damage insurance on the
road or when transporting your paddle.
We've come a long way since one-piece

paddles of oiled white ash. Today's ana-
tomically engineered paddles are a tribute
to the state-of-the-art canoes they are
designed to propel. Frightfully expensive?
You bet! Slalom your lithe, sweet cruiser
once around the farm pond with a shaved-
down two-by-four and you'll instantly
discover the true worth of a
quality paddle.
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Great Lakes Offshore Powerboat
Racing Association (GLOM)

f':•TIVI,R.Wiremmirera twegamtt,

Cheryl Kimerline

by
Cheryl

and
Chuck Kimerline

Talk
about

high-speed
powerboat

races and most
Pennsylvanians

immediately think
about the Formula One

races in Pittsburgh. These
hydroplane, or tunnel boat, races

draw some 500,000 spectators.
However, few Pennsylvanians know

about the offshore powerboat races hosted
yearly in Erie during "We Love Erie Days."

We see these offshore "Miami Vice" race boats
trailered on the highway and assume they must be

heading to the ocean. Lake Erie, however, presents
many of the same characteristics as the ocean.

Last year's running of the Great Lakes Offshore Powerboat
Racing Association's Dick Wilhelm Open held at Erie's Cherry

Street Marina was picture-perfect as the rain and wind held off until
the end of the race. There were no accidents and the race committee

provided flawless support with medical boats, rescue personnel, inspectors,
start boats, referees, turn boats, scorers, timers and spotters.
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The race was named after Dick Wilhelm, one of the driving
forces in offshore powerboat racing and in getting Erie, Penn-
sylvania, in the GLOPRA race circuit. Dick, from Erie, is a
great enthusiast of offshore racing and this past year broke the
world's record in the "Kilo" or flying mile in Buffalo. He beat
the old record by two miles per hour and was operating his
boat Sassy Cat at average speeds of 106 miles per hour.

Offshore racing competition, fun and safety describe
GLOPRA. GLOPRA members work hard, play hard and
celebrate hard. They come to have a good time whether they
win or lose. Their membership is diverse, representing people
with a variety of different business backgrounds who enjoy the
thrill of racing.
GLOPRA was formed in 1972 and is an affiliate of the

American Powerboat Racing Association. It consists of ap-
proximately 200 members from the Great Lakes areas and
nationwide. GLOPRA is one of the largest of the 22 organized
offshore clubs in the country. The GLOPRA race schedule
includes races in Sandusky Bay, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio;
Monroe, Michigan; Erie, Pennsylvania; and Lorain, Ohio.

Boat classes
GLOPRA race entries are divided into classes depending on

size, horsepower and modification. In a divisional race, the
following boat classes are involved: Sportsman A, B, C, D;
Stock and Pro Stock. At a national race, all the divisional
classes are present, plus an open and a superboat category.
There are two basic types of racing boats represented here.

A V-bottom or monohull boat is generally better on rough
water. A catamaran or tunnel hull is faster on calm water.
However, the race boats can be different lengths, inboards or
outboards, or different horsepower depending on the class.
The Sportsman Class A Race covered 60 miles and for all

others it was 70 miles involving laps in Misery Bay and out
into Lake Erie. The course is normally four or five laps
around a triangular circuit. Class A boats are slower, so they
run a shorter course so that everyone finishes at about the same
time. The course is generally laid out as close to land as
possible to accommodate spectators.

According to Susan Shin, Assistant Patrol Commander, 70
percent of offshore boat owners own the Sportsman Class race
boats. Their club's main goal is to sponsor safe races with no
accidents and injuries. They have been known to postpone
races in bad weather until they can be run safely. Each boat
has to have at least two people on board, the driver and
throttleman. Some boats have a third person who serves as the
navigator.

Safety policy
GLOPRA has an excellent safety policy. It has a new

medical and safety team with a physician who serves as chief
medical officer. Medical boats staffed with paramedics, nurses
and divers are positioned around the course. The medical and
safety team gives physicals to all riding crew members on the
race day morning. This physical consists of measuring blood
pressure and pulse, listening to chest and lungs and several
reflex tests.

The medical staff can keep racers from racing if they think a
participant is not healthy or safe. Racers must wear racing life
jackets and helmets. All boats and equipment are inspected by
the officials before every race.
Technology is making boats safer. Many boats now have

enclosed cockpits or F-16-type canopies that are designed to
save lives if the boat flips. There are more accidents each year
because boats are going faster. Fatalities and injuries ranging
from sore backs and knees to broken ribs and smashed faces
from landing off waves are common in the sport. Racing an
offshore boat is very hard on the racers and equipment, and
can be extremely dangerous.

Driving
Driving one of these boats is exciting and challenging.

Speeds range from over 60mph in the slower classes to over
120mph in the open and superboats. It is different from racing
cars because of water conditions. Whether rough or calm,
foggy or clear, water and weather conditions play an integral
part in the race. Then fear is of the unknown, the debris or the
waves that appear out of nowhere. You could be running your
boat wide open and a five-foot wave appears. Water and
weather conditions are unpredictable.

Racers
Racers in GLOPRA are not in it for the money. There is

very little prim money available. It is a fmancially draining
sport. Racers claim that this is one of the few sports that
makes "millionaires" out of "billionaires." Boaters spend a
minimum of $15,000 to start racing in an "A" boat and need an
additional shoestring budget of a few thousand a year to keep
it operating. A new race-ready superboat could cost $600,000.
Add an operating and campaign budget and the costs could
soar to a million dollars.
A price cannot be put on all the hours of work. All offshore

racers know what it is like to work half the night on the day
before the race to get their boats ready. It is a lot of hard work,
but the racers believe the thrill of the race is worth it.
One Erie team is very active in the offshore powerboat race

circuit. Gold Rush recently placed third in the Offshore World
Championship on October 16-21, 1989, in Atlantic City.
Represented were more than 100 competitors from nine
different countries. Gold Rush, in the Sportsman's D category,
is owned and operated by Pennsylvanian "Rusty" Sam Miller.
Bill Carey is the throttleman and Joel Hirt is the crew chief.
Tun Sedney, navigator, is in his third year of racing. Many
racers, like Tim Sedney, seem to have been raised in boats.
Looking for something exciting to do this summer? Why

not watch an offshore powerboat race. For more information
on the Great Lakes Offshore Powerboat Racing
Association, write GLOPRA, 19841 Dell Drive,
Strongsville, Ohio 44136.

Chuck Kimerline is the owner and driver of the Pacifier, a
Sportsman Class A raceboat. Cheryl Kimerline, Chuck's
sister, is a Commission boating education specialist.
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Trailering
Personal Watercraft
by Jim Youngs

Trailering personal watercraft is much like
trailering anything else, but because of the
small sizes and relatively light weights
involved, there are plenty of specific
considerations. Some might think that
because these diminutive vehicles are small,
there is very little that needs to be addressed
in the way of choosing trailers, safety,
procedures and preventive maintenance with
regard to getting them to and from the water.
Not so.
To be sure, many personal watercraft

operators decide to tampon their boats in
the back of a pick-up bed. But size con-
straints and sore muscles more often point
to a much easier way of getting to the water's
edge, and that involves trailering. Here are
some practical tips, based on personal
experience and available experts, to make
trailering your personal watercraft to the
water as easy and trouble-free as possible.
There are many ideas that should be con-
sidered specific to personal watercraft as
trailered vehicles, as well as several gen-
eral trailering items worth mentioning in
a personal watercraft context.

Safety
Safety is the most important aspect to

address in any kind of towing. Perhaps the
biggest obstacle to overcome, when com-
pared to towing more conventional and
sizable boats, is that personal watercraft on
trailers are much smaller. In that vein, these
low and short trailers are typically diffi-
cult to see behind a tow vehicle. This hinders
close-quarter maneuvering, for instance,
when backing up or when positioning the
trailer on the launch ramp for putting the
boat in the water or retrieving it. In some
cases, attaching a bicycle flag on a flex-
ible shaft to the trailer frame helps rear-
ward vision immensely.
Compounding the idea that these trail-

ers are difficult to see from all but the smallest
tow vehicles is that they respond to direc-
tional changes quicker than a longer trailer.
This is particularly evident at busy launch

ramps, where practicing is not recom-
mended, by the way, by frustrating, zig-
zagging, jack-knifing mascinations.

"Practice makes perfect" is an apt ad-
age here and a big, vacant supermarket
parking lot is a good place to go to develop
maneuvering skills before tackling a real-
world launching situation.

Tie-downs
Keeping the boat secured to the trailer

is an important and often neglected aspect
of trailering a personal watercraft. In most
cases, some provision is made by the trailer
manufacturer for securing the bow of the
boat to the trailer, either in the form of a
bow stop and winch arrangement or a bow
post and securing pin.

It is also a very good idea to invest in a
good set of cargo straps or commercially
produced tie-down straps to keep the back
of the watercraft from hopping around on
the trailer bunks. Vehicle manufacturers
make provisions at the rear of the boat to
attach such devices. These straps not only
keep the boat secure, but also prevent damage
to the hull caused by traveling on rough
roads.

It is prudent to keep movable components
secured during trailering as well. I'm
thinking particularly about the movable
handle poles on vehicles like the conven-
tional Jet Skis or the Yamaha Super Jet. Such
parts can be immobilized by using bungee
cords or tie-down straps to keep them from
bouncing around and possibly causing
damage during transit.

Extra gear
Because of the typically small tow

vehicles and the extra room afforded by
carrying a few personal watercraft on a trailer
with room to spare, we are tempted to add
extra gear to the trailer. Such gear is welcome
provided the trailer has sufficient load-car-
rying capacity to carry extra weight safely.

It's a good idea to know the weight carried
by the trailer by actually weighing it to be

sure its capacity rating is
up to the task. The gross
vehicle weight rating
(GVWR) is listed on the
capacity plate on the
trailer tongue. To find out
the load rating of the
trailer, if it is not listed
on the capacity plate, sub-
tract the weight of the
unloaded trailer from the
GVWR to get the amount
of the weight the trailer
can safely carry.

Tongue weight
If there is some room

left to carry additional
gear on the personal
watercraft trailer, another
weight to keep in mind
when loading the trailer
is the tongue weight.
That is the amount of weight on the tongue
of the trailer, or the amount of weight push-
ing down on the trailer hitch of the tow
vehicle. With weights as small as those on
personal watercraft loads, it is possible to
measure tongue weight with a bathroom
scale.
A good rule of thumb is to limit the tongue

weight to 10 to 15 percent of the total trailer
load. Personal watercraft loads usually weigh
about 1,000 pounds or less, and should
therefore have tongue weights of 100 to 150
pounds. Less than 10 percent tongue weight
can result in unnecessary trailer sway.
Adjusting the water vehicle and additional
weight to achieve a proper balance is fairly
easy because the load is typically movable
on the trailer. It may require a trip to a public
scale to really optimize the load, but it is
well worth the effort in the long run.

Tow vehicle
There really are no personal watercraft

specific considerations to be made with
regard to the tow vehicle, except perhaps
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a caution not to ask more of a small ve-
hicle than it is capable of. The loads here
are relatively light, so it is tempting to pull
with practically anything. Check your
owner's manuals for towing limits and
specific required equipment and heed the
manufacturer's recommendations.

In the interest of highway safety, a proper
hitch is also important and should not be
ignored. Don't under any circumstances
use a temporary bumper hitch. Bumpers
do not provide a firm support base, and many
new vehicles have impact-absorbing
bumpers that are rendered useless by at-
taching such a hitch.
Keep in mind also that the tow vehicle's

lighting circuitry is connected to the trailer's,
so you'll need a heavy duty flasher to operate
the turn signals effectively. Wider trailer-
ing mirrors might also be necessary.

Trailers
A proper trailer is often not a considera-

tion when looking for optimum fun on the
water, but it is nonetheless very important.

Because you must often dunk the
trailer hubs to launch and retrieve, be
sure to equip the trailer with bearing
protectors, and maintain and service
them properly.

Be sure that the bunks or rollers properly
support the hulls. Be certain that the tires
are rated for the load to be carried on the
trailer. Carry a fully aired spare tire and a
jack that will work at lifting the trailer. Make
sure you have a lug wrench of the correct
size for the trailer wheels, which are of-
ten much smaller than the ones on your tow
vehicle. Furthermore, I would insist on
outfitting the trailer with bearing protec-
tors and would be fanatical about ensur-
ing they are always lubricated and prop-
erly pressurized.

Personal watercraft trailers are typically
shod with smaller wheels and tires than tow
vehicles, and as such make many more rpm,
which translates into heat in the bearings.
Keeping them working properly is a key
to preventing breakdowns on the road.

Elkabeth Reed Photograph,

Many personal watercraft trailers are
rigged with storage boxes and gas can
cradles, both of which are handy for trans-
porting the sundry gear and supplies needed
for a weekend of frolic. They can free up
space in the tow vehicle, too.
As in any towing situation, driving with

a trailer behind your vehicle is a little dif-
ferent than without. Make turns a little wider
than normal. Think about stopping a little
sooner because the extra weight of the towed
trailer adds to your stopping distance. Take
extra care when passing slower vehicles.
Your whole rig is longer and acceleration
is limited because of the extra weight. Plan
things and practice with the new rig before
hitting the highway and a crowded launch
ramp.

Personal watercraft are a whole lot of fun,
but if you can't get them to the water safely
and efficiently, the amount of fun is greatly
diminished. Having the proper trailer and
safety equipment, and routinely maintain-
ing the trailer go a long way toward
long hours of fun on the water.
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Water skiing, like many other sports, requires a minimum level
of skill to enjoy the sport fully. The beginning tennis player often
chases after balls that didn't go quite where expected. Likewise,
the duffer on the golf course generally spends a good part of the
day in the rough. The new ice skater clings to anyone or anything
that offers support. Until the would-be tennis player, golfer, or
skater masters the rudiments of the activity, it simply isn't much
fun.
Why is it that the moves of the great athletes are performed

with such obvious power yet seem so effortless? Just watch the
ground strokes of an Ivan Lendl, the drives of a Greg Norman,
or the spins and jumps of a Brian Orser. Each has learned through
proper technique how to move most effectively.
When you first learn how to water ski, you soon discover that

getting up on top of the water is just the beginning. Actually, skiing
can be awkward and tiring. Fortunately, it gets easier and more
fun after a while, but without formal instruction and lots of time
to practice, it may take you a long time to learn the ropes.

If you're like most water skiers, you probably get the oppor-
tunity to ski only on occasional weekends, or perhaps as little as
two or three times during an entire summer. This doesn't give
you much chance to progress, and you may find that you seem
to be stuck at about the same skill level.

Don't worry. Even with limited time on the water, you can easily
get beyond the "beginner's syndrome" and start enjoying the sport
to its fullest by concentrating on a few key fundamentals.

Bend your knees
This is perhaps the most basic skill in water skiing, yet it is

one of the most difficult to learn. Beginners tend to ski with stiff
legs. The result is a wobbly, unsteady ride, like a newborn calf
taking its first steps.

Instead, lower your hips by flexing your knees. With your knees
bent, your legs can act as shock absorbers. More importantly,
you will find that you have much better control of your skis. Why?
Because now your legs, rather than your entire body, control the
all-important tilt or "edge" of the skis. It is important to main-
tain a good knee bend whether you are skiing on two skis or one
ski and regardless of the type of skiing you are doing.

Straighten your back
Another critical aspect of proper skiing posture is keeping your

back upright. Learners characteristically ski bent-over at the waist.
This is not only very tiring, but it also puts your weight too far
forward and causes your skis to spread apart.

Center your weight over your binders by keeping your back
erect. Straighten your back, but be careful not to straighten your
legs at the same time. Bring your shoulders back and force yourself
to squat down slightly, as if you were starting to do a deep knee
bend.

Keep your skis together
A third component of good ski posture is keeping your slcis together.

You simply can't have good control with your skis splayed out
wide. As with parallel techniques in downhill skiing, strive to
keep your knees and ankles close together.

Head up, eyes level, shoulders square
Your body tends to follow your head. Your head, in turn, tends

to point where your eyes are focused. If you look down, you'll
tend to go down. Focus on the boat or the horizon, not down at
the water.

Water Skiing
Signals

graphic- Ted Waite

Speed OK

Turn

Stop

Slow down

Cut motor

Speed up

Back to dock

Skler OK
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Keep your shoulders
square. If you uncon-
sciously drop one shoul-
der, your head will tilt
and affect your entire
stance, whether you are
riding straight ahead or
cutting outside the wake.
Be conscious of your

posture every time you
ski. Soon you will be
able to feel and naturally
assume that compact po-
sition that spells confi-
dence and control—
knees bent, back straight,
legs together, head up.
But the position of your
legs, head and torso isn't
everything.
What about your

arms? It is with them that
you control the all-impor-
tant towrope, your power
line.

Hold the handle
correctly
This one sounds too

simple, but it's more
important than you might
think. For most skiing,
use the opposed grip with
the palms facing in op-
posite directions, as you
would hold a baseball bat.
However, keep the hands
apart, out on the ends, not
close together in the
middle. For trick skiing,
hold the handle with the knuckles of both hands on top.

Pull the handle in toward your waist
When you learned how to water ski, you probably were told

to keep your arms out straight. That's good advice when learn-
ing how to get up, but later on you will discover that you have
better control if you bend your arms more. When skiing, get in
the habit of tucking your elbows in toward your hips. Flex your
arms to keep an even tension on the towrope. Extend or pull in
slightly on the handle with changes in rope tension. This handle
position, low and in close, also helps you maintain the ideal com-
pact posture we discussed earlier.

Control slack
A slack towrope is the mark of a beginner and is often the beginner's

undoing. How do you control slack? There's no one answer to
that question because it depends on the circumstances. However,
slack control is closely related to pulling the handle in toward your
waist.

First of all, don't panic. A little slack won't hurt you. Just glide
and let your momentum carry you. Pull the handle in toward your
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This is a typical beginner's stance. The skier is bent
forward at the waist, the legs are stiff, the arms are
straight out, and the skis are too far apart.

waist to take up the slack and hold it there. Then let it out slowly
when the tension returns.
If there is a large bow of slack, you may have to crouch down

and hold the rope in close and tight to prepare for the shock when
the rope takes up again. If you have a situation that you know
will create slack, like turning sharply toward the boat from out-
side the wake, you can slowly extend the handle in the direction
of the boat before the maneuver so that you can pull in more slack
and keep a tight line.

Your position, the towboat's position
This is another idea that sounds too obvious. After all, the boat's

out in front and you're tagging along behind it, right? However,
how you maneuver depends to a large degree on whether you are
directly behind the boat, just outside the wake, or far outside the
wake.



Bruce &tiler

This is a picture of good control. The skier's back is
straight, the head is up, the arms are in, the knees are
flexed, and the skis are together. Aim for this stance to ski
more confidently.

For instance, take the case of the boat in a turn. If you cut to
the inside of the turn, you'll immediately lose speed. It's even
possible to sink completely into the water while the boat contin-
ues at a constant speed. Conversely, if you cut to the outside of
the turn, you'll quickly accelerate because of centrifugal force.
You can put this knowledge to good use. In turns you can, in

effect, "dial" your own speed. If the turn is a bit too hot, you

can slow down by moving slightly in the same
direction the boat is turning. If, as often happens,
the boat speed drops in the turn and you start to
bog down, simply pull out away from the direc-
tion of the turn and give yourself an extra boost.
When cutting outside the wake, pull the handle

in toward your waist and lean away. If you cut
out very far, you may have to slow down a bit,
and extend the handle slowly toward the boat to
avoid slack, while waiting for the angle of the rope
to decrease (letting the boat get farther ahead) before
turning back toward the wake.

Cross the wake at an angle
Wake-crossing gives some novice skiers fits.

The most common problem is crossing the wake
with the skis parallel to it. This makes it diffi-
cult to gain momentum to "climb" the wake be-
cause the skis are not pointed away from the angle
of pull. Also, once on top of the wake, there is a
tendency for one ski to get hung up and for the
skis to split apart. Cross the wake with the skis
together and at an angle. Get a running start and
cut continuously up and over the wake.

If you have progressed to jumping the wake,
be sure to initiate your jump before you reach the
crest of the wake or you'll lose most of your ef-
fort. Spring up so that your legs are straight at
the crest and keep your skis close together.

Consistent, predictable boat driving
It's twice as difficult to improve your skiing skills

when the boat path and speed change at random.
Your driver should strive to hold a constant speed
and drive as much as possible in a straight line.
The right speed is important. Just what speed

that is depends on your weight, the size of your
ski or skis and the type of skiing you are doing.
You want to avoid going so slow that you am bogged
down in the water to the point where maneuver-
ing takes extra effort.
On the other hand, you also want to avoid going

so fast that your skis are chattering and you are
out of control. Try to seek a happy-medium speed
that is sufficient for easy maneuvering yet slow
enough for control.
A speedometer is highly recommended for

keeping constant skiing speed. The driver should
be able to stay within at least one mile per hour

of the speed you set. Don't be afraid to adjust the speed up or
down by using hand signals.

Practice most of your skiing skills while the boat is steering a
straight course. If you don't have a long straightaway, use a barbell
boat pattern. This is a pattern in which the boat makes a straight
run, then makes a 180-degree turn and comes back on the same
path in the opposite direction. The advantage to this pattern is
that your own boat's wake dissipates by the time you make the
return pass.
By applying these key fundamentals, you will have greater control

and confidence. Then water skiing won't seem like work as
and you'll really begin to appreciate how much fun it can be.IIW
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Introducing your children or your
grandchildren to boating is an exciting,
ambitious family venture. You teach the
youngsters responsibility. You create
opportunities that bring your family closer
together. You stress safety. And most of
all, you have fun!
My wife, Cathy, and I were experienced

boaters before we were married and had
children. We began boating with our kids
a few years ago. After only a few seasons,
our six-year-old daughter, Jamie, and our
nine-year-old son, Sam, seem like
old hands.

Consider how we introduced
our kids to safe, new boating chal-
lenges and how we overcame our
reservations about keeping this
activity safe. Adapt these ideas
to introduce your children or
grandchildren to boating. You
might see, as we discovered, that
family fun awaits you.

Cathy and I first brought our
children aboard our 16-foot alu-
minum center-console boat when
they were three. Because we're
anglers, we assumed that we were
teaching our children to become
angling boaters. But our jaunts
in recent years have become half
cruises, half fishing trips. Lately
the kids have been asking about
water skiing and similar sports,
so even though fishing was fore-
most in our minds, the kids' be-
ginning boating lessons actually
could have applied to just about
any boating activity.
We taught our children safe

boating practices right from the
start, and we set as good an
example of safe boaters as we
knew how. For instance, when
the kids first fished from our boat,
we always wore our personal flo-
tation devices (PFDs). We still
wear them. Now the kids don
their lifejackets as if they were
second skins, and when we board
our boat, whether we're fishing
or cruising, wearing PFDs is as
natural and routine as wearing clothes.

"Touchdown test"
Make sure your child's PFD fits prop-

erly and is the correct size. It should fit
snugly. We test our kids' PFD fit with what
we call "the touchdown test." When the
youngster puts on a PFD, he raises his aims
above his head, as if he were signaling a

touchdown. I grab the PFD with both hands
at the shoulders and firmly pull upward.
If the PFD stays in place, or if the zipper
or tie doesn't touch the child's nose, it
probably fits. If I can pull the lifejacket
off the child over the youngster's head, or
if I can pull it nearly off, it's probably too
loose.
The "touchdown test" helps determine

whether the device might slip off in an
emergency. A lifejacket that doesn't fit
properly can endanger the youngster fur-

Art Michaels
ther in an accident.
Some PFDs designed for children, par-

ticularly Type 111 vest-like devices, are made
with a leg strap. It prevents the lifejacket
from slipping off in an emergency. If your
child uses a PFD with a leg strap, make sure
it's not tight, for comfort's sake. The PFD
should still fit the child snugly around the
body.

Help the child test a PFD under proper
supervision in the reasonably safe confines
of a swimming pool. In this way the
youngster learns what it feels like to wear
a PFD in the water, and the child can learn
how the PFD works. He can see what it
does and what it doesn't do.
Of course, you test your lifejacket right

there in the pool with the child.
We think that testing a PFD for fit and

effectiveness is vital. We taught our kids
that wearing a lifejacket is essential, but

we're trying to get them to un-
derstand the more complicated
idea that simply wearing a PFD
is no guarantee that it would save
their lives in an emergency.
We test devices because it lets

our kids get a realistic feel for
what their lifejackets do and what
they won't do, and we try to point
out those differences.

Teaching our children boating
basics was easier for us because
our kids had already learned some
fishing fundamentals by trying
their luck from shore on many
trips before they set foot aboard
our boat. Thus, they could con-
centrate more on the boating as-
pects.
Even now we still emphasize

safety, and! think we always will
in different ways, according to
our kids' ages. Adopting safety
habits with kids and anyone else
aboard is the best preventive
medicine. For now, we stress no
running on deck or on the dock;
no quick, unannounced move-
ments in the boat; when you use
tackle and gear, put it back prop-
erly; wear the right footwear, stay
seated when under way; and
always consider where everyone
is when you cast and when you
handle a fishing rod.
Our children have always been

careful and deliberate, and of
course, other kids can be down-
right reckless and wild. Because
our kids are "tame," we never

hesitated taking them both aboard our boat.
Consider your boat's size and capacity,

and the children you're introducing to
boating, and decide whether or not you can
supervise them carefully in groups of two
or perhaps three, or whether bringing them
aboard your boat one at a time is a better
choice.
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Launching, retrieving
During launching and retrieving, the

children wait away from the boat. Lately,
though, Sam, our nine-year-old, has been
helping more. He tests the lights and elec-
tronics before we pull away from the dock,
but we supervise his assisting. He also tends
the fishing tackle, and he makes sure we
haven't forgotten items.
As he grows and becomes physically

stronger, I'm sure he'll help more with the
actual launching and retrieving. The same
is true for Jamie, but for now, we sideline
the kids during put-ins and take-outs.

"Going bumpity-bump"
Sam relishes rocking and thumping across

the water at full throttle, and Jamie loves
to "go bumpity-bump" over the waves,
qualities in them that surprised us. When
we brought each of them aboard the first
few times, Cathy kept the kids away from
the boat while I started the outboard and
warmed up the motor. If your outboard is
like ours, it takes some roaring and smok-
ing to get the thing warmed up, and we didn't
want the sudden start-up roar, smoke and
vibration to scare the kids as soon as they
boarded.
When the engine warmed up, I turned

off the motor and then the kids boarded.
Then the outboard started and idled qui-
etly. In fact, I don't think the kids even
noticed the idling engine as we prepared
to pull away from the dock.

Whether or not to boat
Cathy and I believe that the mild boat-
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Letting kids gain some skills fishing
from shore can help them when they
tackle fishing from a boat. This know-
how can let kids concentrate more on
the boating aspects of a trip, and they
might enjoy the experience more.

ing conditions we chose for the kids' first
few trips strengthened their interest in
boating. The pleasant conditions let our
family concentrate on the fun and rewards
of boating, not the hazards.
Choose calm conditions for a youngster's

initial trips. You and your child are excited
to go boating for the first time. But if you
take a youngster out in marginally threat-
ening weather, or worse—unmanageable
wave heights and brisk wind—you could
sour the child to boating for a long time if
not altogether.
Let an older child participate in choos-

ing the days to boat. Show the youngster
how safety-conscious boaters make these
decisions. Let the child know the sources
you consult to make an informed decision.
Spell out all the conditions for the child and
let the youngster take part in the decision
whether or not to go. Someday when the

child might make these judgments alone,
you'll be glad you set a good example on
how to make sensible choices.
Our nine-year-old understands this de-

cision-making process. Now and then all
year long he advises us whether or not to
take the boat out—during the winter, on
school days, during snowstorms, at bed-
time, while hurricanes roar in other parts
of the world, and even on bluebird school
days that really would be terrific.

Young boat operator
When Sam first fished in our boat, he

wanted to steer the craft. I let him. My
father sat behind the wheel of our 16-footer
and Sam perched on his lap. We cruised
areas of Blue Marsh Lake (Berks County)
and the Susquehanna River at Goldsboro
(York County) with minimal boat traffic
during times that weren't crowded. While
the boat moved at a slow, no-wake speed,
Sam grasped the wheel with both hands and
steered the boat. My father actually con-
trolled the boat, but Sam felt what it was
like to operate the craft, guiding its forward
progress and making slow, easy turns.
When you first boat with a child, antici-

pate the youngster's wanting to operate the

Should Children Operate Boats?
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boat. Figure out before the trip how you're
going to handle it because you can count
on the matter coming up.

Pennsylvania state law currently allows
this activity. Other states do not, so know

I think kids should operate boats in
strictly controlled conditions where
that's legal. My decision is fortified
by my own experience, by the
experience of other boating families,
and by considering Coast Guard and
state boating accident statistics.
For one thing, boat-owning friends

who are also avid family boaters say
that their teenagers have learned the
seriousness of the responsibility in
taking the wheel. My children know
that boating is fun, that we do it to
have a great time together. They also
know that horseplay and silliness have
their places but not while they pilot
the boat or while we're under way.

Furthermore, Coast Guard and state
boating statistics match on who has
accidents year after year and who
doesn't. Generally speaking, adults
aged 18 and over have more boating
accidents than youngsters, adjusting
for the differences in the number in
each age group. Furthermore, Coast
Guard statistics reveal that boaters
with a few hundred hours of boating
education have more accidents than
do beginners.—AM

the rules if you try this outside of Penn-
sylvania.
The boat operating skills our children are

learning and the responsibilities they are
successfully assuming little by little seem
to be providing lasting benefits. Guests
aboard our boat who have taken off their
PFDs have heard about it—from the kids.
And last season while we were anchored
in a fishing spot near a launch ramp, Sam
shook his head, pointed to a boat rocket-
ing near the ramp, and said, "Dad, look at
that. Full throttle through a slow, no-wake
zone. What a bozo."

Offshore jaunts
All our family trips are inshore, impound-

mentor river adventures. But no one said
that a Great Lakes offshore excursion isn't
okay right off the bat, if your boat is made
for offshore trips. Still, some kids won't
like it. You have to consider the child when
you make this decision. Remember that
wave heights of three or four feet are
common several miles offshore even in
decent weather, and even big boats get
rocked around in these conditions.
Some kids do just fine their first time out

with little preparation, rough seas and all.
Others are afraid, even with elaborate
planning, and as a result may not want to
give you a second chance.

Seasickness
You may also have to deal with a child's

seasickness. Some medicines we adults take,
like Bonine or Transderm-Scop, are not

Teaching your
children—or
grandchildren—to
boat helps them
accept responsibil-
ity. You can also
teach children to
adopt safety habits
as if the ideas were
as natural as
breathing. You
also create
experiences that
bring families
closer together.

Art Michaels

available in children's doses. Dramamine,
though, does list a dosage for children. Be-
fore you administer seasickness remedies
to a child, consult the youngster's pedia-
trician.
When you take the first few offshore trips,

go with friends or family who don't get sick
or who will be understanding and sympa-
thetic if the child gets seasick. Know your
own limits in this area, too, before you
attempt to show a youngster a new boat-
ing challenge.

It's often hard to tell whether a young-
ster will become seasick if the child has
never before been rocked around in a boat.
If offshore excursions with the child are
your primary goal, you may want to try to
discover the child's predisposition to sea-
sickness by progressing to offshore trips
slowly. Start with a few short small-lake
trips, and then try a few inshore Great Lakes
excursions before you head offshore with
the youngster.

Finally, Cathy and I focus on the bene-
fits of helping our children take on new boat-
ing challenges. We encourage the kids at
the earliest age to adopt boating safety skills
as if the ideas were as natural as breath-
ing. As our children grow, we let them master
increasingly more difficult boating demands.
Through boating we help our children accept
responsibility. We create opportunities
through boating that bring our family closer
together.
You can't go wrong with benefits

like these.
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Essentials
for Big-Water
Boating by Gary Diamond

Art Michaels

It was 4 p.m. when my fishing partner
and I decided to call it quits and head
back to the marina. We had spent the
entire day trolling for walleye with only
marginal results. The sun would be
going down in just a few hours and we
were nearly 20 miles from the launch
ramp, which translated to at least an
hour's running time. After plotting a
course on the Loran C, we cranked up
the engine and within a few minutes we
were speeding toward our destination.
The weather was marginal for boating

and fishing. Winds blew from the north-
west at 20 knots, water temperatures
hovered at 55 degrees and the waves
were building to about three feet. It was
a rough ride at best, but we had prepared
for the worst by slipping into rain suits
and storing equipment that may get
tossed around during the anticipated rain
showers that were situated directly
between us and the launch ramp.
About 10 miles from the marina we

spotted a boater frantically waving his
arms to get our attention. "That's pretty
shallow water over there," yelled my
fishing partner over the roar of the
engine. "That guy is hard aground on a
sand bar." I eased to within about 50
feet of the submerged bar and tossed a
rope to the marooned 24-footer.
"Sure glad you guys showed up. I've

been trying to get off this sand bar for
nearly three hours."

After attaching the rope to his bow
cleat, the hapless individual tilted his
outboard upright and I extracted the
craft from the precarious location.
As the boat drifted into deeper water,

the boater lowered his outboard and at-
tempted to start his engine. Although the
battery was weak, the engine coughed a
few times and roared to life on his third
attempt. Within seconds, the overheat
alarm sounded and the engine immedi-
ately shut down. "Looks like the water
pump isn't working. Can you guys tow
me back to my marina?"
The hapless boater, let's call him Jim,

had left his dock early that morning.
The marina was located 10 miles in the
opposite direction from where we were
headed. On a calm day, I would have
been more than happy to oblige, but
with thunderstorms looming in the
distance and nightfall just two hours
away, I thought it best to tow him to our
launch ramp. Jim protested, saying he
would rather wait for another passing
boat heading in his direction. At that
point, he unhooked the tow rope and
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began calling for assistance on a hand-
held VHF radio. As we sped toward our
destination, I constantly monitored
Jim's unanswered calls on channel 16.
Winds from the approaching storm

were now producing wave heights of
nearly four feet and the air temperature
had dropped almost 10 degrees. Con-
cerned for Jim's safety, I quickly turned
my boat around and raced back to
where we had left him. NOAA weather
had now posted small craft warnings
with winds exceeding 25 knots. On our
arrival, I insisted that we tow him to our
marina, to which he reluctantly con-
sented. The trip through the storm took
nearly three hours, during which time
lightning bolts struck many of the trees
along the nearby shoreline. Between
the torrential rains and approaching
darkness, visibility quickly decreased to
less than 100 feet. Without the aid of
the Loran C, you wouldn't have a
prayer of finding the narrow channel to
the marina. The storm subsided for a
few minutes and just 50 yards ahead
blinked the red and green lights of the
marina's entrance channel.
A half-hour later, the boat was loaded

on the trailer and we relaxed with a cup
of hot coffee. After talking with Jim, it
was obvious he had no concept of
boating safety or what peril he would
have faced if left to battle the elements
while anchored in the open waters of
the lake. Although he had taken a Coast
Guard Auxiliary boating course, his
craft was not equipped for coping with
any type of emergency. His only means
of communication was a handheld VHF
radio. The boat wasn't equipped with a
compass, depthfmder, Loran C or up-to-
date charts. Jim actually had no idea
where he was when his boat ran
aground and essentially no means of
letting anyone know he was in serious
trouble.

Although most Pennsylvania boaters
navigate on small lakes and rivers, a
growing number of individuals are
traveling to Lake Erie, Raystown and
other larger bodies of water. When
boating in areas where you loose sight
of land or the surrounding terrain is
totally unfamiliar, it's imperative that
you have an excellent knowledge of
navigation, good communications
equipment and up-to-date charts.

Compass
A compass should be considered the

primary navigation tool of any boat
operating in open water. However, the
accuracy of this device often depends on
several factors. First, select a high-
quality compass that has compensating
magnets and can be permanently
installed. All compasses are set at true
north at the factory, but there is a
substantial difference between true north
and "magnetic north." This can vary as
much as 10 degrees when operating a
boat on Lake Erie when compared to
other waters. If you were 10 degrees off
course while traveling a distance of
several miles, you could end up a half-
mile from your intended destination.
You'll fmd the magnetic variation
marked on all NOAA navigation charts.

Loran C
If your boating activities are such that

you'll travel distances of more than 10
miles, you should purchase a Loran C.
This highly accurate navigation device is
merely a sophisticated radio that
simultaneously receives three radio
signals transmitted at the exact same
time. An internal micro-computer then
calculates the time it takes for each
signal to reach your boat, thus triangulat-
ing your position to within 1/100 of a
nautical mile, or 60 feet.
By using the navigation features of the

Loran C, the machine displays your
exact course, speed, the direction to your
intended destination and how long it will
take to get there. When you arrive, an
alarm will sound. Up to 100 memory
locations can be stored in the Loran, all
of which are retained even if the device
is turned off. If the wind or current
drives you off course, the Loran pro-
vides you with a new course to reach
your destination.

VHF radio
The next essential item for big-water

boaters is a good VHF radio. An
inexpensive CB will provide communi-
cations. However, because they are
limited to just four watts output power,
the CB doesn't have the range of the 25
watt VHF. In addition, the U.S. Coast
Guard constantly monitors channel 16
and frequently provides updated notices
to mariners on channel 22. Depending
on the height of your antenna, the radio
is capable of reliable communications
for distances of up to 25 miles. Top this
off with continuous weather information
and radio-telephone capabilities and you

can't go wrong by installing a VHF
radio on your boat.

Charts
It's important to have up-to-date

navigation charts on your boat at all
times. They should be stored in a
convenient location in a waterproof
chart pack. If at all possible, purchase
charts with a Loran C overlay grid. The
grid makes plotting a course a simple
task. If this type of chart is not available
for the particular body of water where
you'll be operating, be sure they have
accurate latitude and longitude coordi-
nates. This information can also be put
into a Loran C for navigation purposes.

Float plan
A float plan is an essential part of safe

boating. Tell someone where you intend
to go and the approximate time you'll
return. If you're not back at the dock or
launch ramp by a specific time, he
should notify the U.S. Coast Guard or
WCO through the regional office. Jim
didn't file a float plan. So if we hadn't
come along, he could have possibly died
from exposure or at the very least, spent
an extremely uncomfortable night
bouncing around in a wet boat. Some-
thing as simple as a float plan could
save your life.
When it comes to boating safety, it's

those small details that usually turn out
to be the most important. Be sure that
all equipment is in top condition before
leaving the dock or launch ramp. If the
engine hesitates to start or runs rough,
put the boat back on the trailer and have
it repaired. Items such as tool box, first
aid kit, emergency flares, anchor and
life jackets should be on board at all
times. Fill the fuel tanks to capacity and
make sure the battery is fully charged.
Check out the operation of the VHF
radio by calling either the Coast Guard
or making contact with the marina or
another boat. Keep alert and pay close
attention to the weather at all times.
Take an approved course on navigation
and be constantly aware of your exact
location.

Although Jim was somewhat embar-
rassed because he had to be towed in by
another boat, he was indeed fortunate.
He learned a lesson in safe boating that
day, and as he left the marina, he said
his first stop on the way home would be
to purchase a VHF radio, charts
and a good compass. to
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Safe Boating's Giant Step in Biglerville
by Harry L. Borger

Just up the road from Gettysburg is the small community of
Biglerville. Biglerville is known for the thriving apple and
fruit industry, an enthusiastic local high school with "The
Canners" as their representative mascot, and for whitewater
rafting.

In 1989, the Biglerville High School received a grant from
the Fish Commission to promote safe boating. From this, some
exciting things began to happen. First, a high school Hi-Y
club was formed in the school to participate in various outdoor
activities—particularly whitewater rafting and canoeing.
Next, equipment was purchased—PFDs, first aid kits, paddles,
canoes and assorted other gear. Interested staff were trained to
support the youth in the river ventures. Most significantly, the
local school board whole-heartedly endorsed the outdoor
adventures of the Hi-Y organization.

Last year, boating and water safety courses were taught as
part of the school curriculum to interested participants.
Instruction included classroom teaching, video tapes, pool
training, and river trips on the Lehigh, Youghiogheny, Cheat,
Potomac and Shenandoah rivers, as well as the Yellow
Breeches Creek in nearby Cumberland County.

It isn't easy or safe for a small number of dedicated staff to
take 20 or so young people down a whitewater river without
some help and expertise. To assist with these ventures, a
"guide training program" was established to train qualified
young people to "guide" trips on whitewater rivers. A 134-
page training manual that describes the training curriculum
was developed. In addition, training in lifesaving, first aid and
CPR has been provided.
To qualify for the status of "guide" within the Biglerville Hi-

Y, a youngster must have at least six trips on the designated
training rivers (particularly the Youghiogheny), pass a difficult
150-question written river test on these waters, and pass a
hands-on "river test" as a raft guide. A student must be able to
demonstrate competency in raft handling on a whitewater
river. Guides must know the safe passage route for each rapid.
In addition to the water safety instruction, the CPR and the

Harr) L Borger

first aid, each guide is schooled in many other related river
topics including hypothermia management, river flow dynam-
ics, river rescue techniques and history.
Most importantly, the guide training program has been able

to instill pride, maturity, honesty, dependability and integrity in
the qualified guides. At this point, most of the guides have had
at least a dozen trips on the training rivers. They have learned
to work as a cohesive team. With the help of the reliable and
trained river guides, the Hi-Y in Biglerville is able to safely
introduce large numbers of high school students to
river sports.

A Fish Commission grant let Biglerville High School stu-
dents form a club geared toward teaching safe whitewater
rafting and canoeing.
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Reading Maps
Reading maps and compasses is a very im-

portant skill that boaters should know. When you
boat on a new body of water, you should have a
map or chart of the area. You should also have
a compass in your boat. Try your skills on the
exercises below. The next time you boat, ask your
mom or dad if you can look at the map and lo-
cate where you are.

MAP SYMBOLS

4 

1. How many boats are on the map?  5. Is the lake east or west of the mountains?
2. The river flows from the mountains to the

3. Is the pond north, south, east or west of

the forest?  

4. How many mountains are on the map? 

Answers on page 25.

Boat Graph
Following the directions listed be-
low, see what design appears on
your graph. Start with the box that
has the s circled. Move one box with
each direction given.

1. 1 NE 8. 1 SE 15. 1 SW
2. 1 NE 9. 1 SE 16. 1 NW
3. 1 NE 10. 1 SE 17. 1 NW
4. 1 NE 11. 1 SW 18. 1 W
5. 1 NE 12. 1 W 19. 1 W
6. 1 SE 13. 1 W 20. 1 NW
7. 1 SE 14. 1 SW

6. Are the docks closer to the pond or the

mountain?  

7. Is the best fishing north or south of the river?

E

illustration. Rost Boegli
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Safety Grants Competition

From the smallest local boat club to large, active chapters of national organizations,
volunteer boating groups can compete for a share of the BOAT/U.S. Foundation's $35,000
grants program to fund local boating safety projects.
For the third consecutive year, the BOAT/U.S. Foundation is making available funds

to spur grassroots boating safety efforts. Past projects have included brochures and charts
of local boating hazards, programs designed to teach children to boat safely, and inno-
vative high-tech systems to locate and assist boaters in distress.
During its first two years, the Foundation's grants program awarded a total of $60,000

to 30 boating groups nationwide to fund local safety projects.
Interested groups that are not already on the list to receive a grant application packet

should contact the Foundation at (703) 823-9550. The deadline for filing applications
is November 2.
The BOAT/U.S. Foundation for Boating Safety is a non-profit boating safety educa-

tion and research organization funded by contributions from individual boat owners.

Accessories Make Boating More Fun

The National Marine Manufacturers Association (NMMA) offers a free bro-
chure called Jazz It Up, which talks about several basic boating activities and
provides a "wish list" of additional accessories to consider.
Water skiing, for example, requires some obvious equipment such as skis, tow

ropes and some sort of tow rope mount on the boat. If you water ski often, ex-
perts suggest ski gloves, a rearview mirror for the boat operator, or perhaps a
swim platform for easier access in and out of the boat. In cooler climates, a wetsuit
or drysuit can help extend the water skiing season. And for those not quite as
steady on their feet, kneeboards and inflatables have become popular alterna-
tives.

Anglers can also find an entire line of products catering to their specialized
needs. Of the 40 million fishermen in the country, about 80 percent prefer to fish
from a boat. Trolling motors are often one of the first items added. Baitwells
and livewells are other conveniences that help free up space in the boat.
Even if you just bought your boat for cruising, you can opt for items that range

from specially designed and mounted barbecue grills to air conditioning systems
that make extended cruises in warm climates more comfortable.
Many people start out with a basic package and then add to their boats over

time. About 60 percent of new boat buyers will then trade in their boats within
three to five years, reflecting improved boating skills and the need for "more
boat." The encouraging news is that boats don't depreciate as fast as automo-
biles do, making them ideal for trade-ups.
On the average, boats maintain 75 percent of their value through the first sev-

eral years of use when properly maintained. And adding accessories upgrades
the value of the boat when it comes time for trading-up or finding a buyer.
For more suggestions to get you started toward fully realizing your boat's po-

tential, and for a free copy of the brochure, write to the NMMA Publications
Department at 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611. Or you can
get an idea of what's available by visiting boat shows and talking to other boat-
ers. Keep in mind also that the dealer who sells you a boat is often in the best
position to help you select accessories most suited to your needs and your boat,
and the dealer can usually offer advice on installing this equipment.—NMMA

PENNSYLVANIA

sN COM Aliss/04
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Niagara Masts Installed

A moment in history took place during
the "mast-stepping" ceremony for the United
States brig Niagara, the only surviving vessel
from the War of 1812 Battle of Lake Erie.
Last June, the public watched as each mast
was raised by two cranes and masterfully
steered into their sockets below.

Upholding maritime tradition, Melbourne
Smith, ship designer and master shipwright
for the Niagara, placed an 1809 silver dollar
under the foremasts before the mast-step-
ping. Coins have been placed at the heels
of masts for thousands of years for good
luck and protection of ships and crews.

In 1913, the Niagara was raised from
Presque Isle Bay and rebuilt to celebrate
the 100th anniversary of the battle. After
years of patching and repairing, the final
restoration of the vessel was begun in Sep-
tember 1987 under the direction of the Penn-
sylvania Historical and Museum Commis-
sion. At that time the ship's hull was com-
pletely dismantled with original 1813 timbers
retained for use in the rebuilt Niagara.
A year later, in September 1988, the hull

of the Niagara was officially launched in
Erie. Thousands of people watched the first
lady of the Commonwealth, Ellen Casey,
christen the vessel. Earlier in 1988, Gov-
ernor Robert P. Casey signed legislation
making the Niagara the official flagship of
the Commonwealth and naming Erie as
homeport.

Visitors are welcome to the Niagara site
to view "history in the making" as construc-
tion continues. The site also has an exhibit
on the history of the vessel and several hands-
on activities for the entire family.
For more information on the Niagara, call

site administrator John Zwierzyna at (814)
871-4596.

Personal Watercraft
Brochure

Fun With Safety on Your Personal Wa-
tercraft is the name of a 14-page booklet
that illustrates how to operate a personal
watercraft. Copies am available for 50 cents
each by writing to: National Marine Manu-
facturers Association, 401 N. Michigan Ave-
nue, Chicago, IL 60611.

Survival in Cold Water

Survival in Cold Water is the title of an
updated and revised Commission pamphlet
that explains how immersion in cold wa-
ter affects the body and how to save your
life if you fall overboard in cold water. The
publication explains how to prevent cap-
sizing and falling overboard, what happens
to the body in cold water, defensive pos-
tures, the symptoms
of hypothermia and
the treatment of hy-
pothermia victims.
Single copies are free,
but with requests for
this pamphlet please
include a business-
sized stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Contact: Boating
Publications Section,
PA Fish Commission,
P.O. Box 1673, Har-
risburg, PA 17105-
1673.

Your Boat Needs
a Capacity Plate

PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSI

MAXIMUM CAPACITIE
PERSONS OR

LBS. PERSONS, MOTORS, CE

H.P. MOT

HULL ID NUMBER

1„

, •

Since January 1, 1990, every monohull
boat less than 20 feet long must display a
capacity plate when operating on Common-
wealth waterways. Canoes, kayaks, sail-
boats, inflatables and boats of unusual or
unique design are exempt.

Applications for capacity plates can be
obtained by writing to: Bureau of Boat-
ing, PA Fish Commission, P.O. Box 1673,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1673.
A Fish Commission capacity plate is not

required if your boat already has a capac-
ity plate placed by the manufacturer that
includes information similar to the infor-
mation required on the Commission plate.

Proper Boat Numbering

Many boat operators improperly display
their registration numbers and validation
stickers on removable signs attached to the
railings of their vessels. This is a viola-
tion of Pennsylvania's fishing and boating
regulations.
Remember that boat registration num-

bers must be painted or permanently dis-
played on both sides of the bow of the vessel.
The bow is any part of a boat's side for-
ward of the midship section. This does not
include the railings because boat numbers
displayed there are removable, not perma-
nent. The numbers must be block charac-
ters of good proportion not less than three
inches high. They must read from left to
right and be a color that contrasts with the
color of the hull. The color-coded valida-
tion sticker must be displayed three inches
following the last letter of the registration
number on the same level.
An exception to this regulation includes

inflatable boats and other craft so config-
ured that a normally displayed number would
not be easily visible. Owners of such craft
may lash a board with the number and
validation sticker to each side of the for-
ward half of the boat. In addition, boat
dealers and manufacturers may use remov-
able signs temporarily affixed to a boat being
demonstrated or tested.
WCOs check boats to make certain that

the numbering on all vessels is correct.

Imo -mom
New Sailing

Instruction Book

The United States Yacht Racing Union
(USYRU) and the American Red Cross have
produced Start Sailing Right, a comprehen-
sive learn-to-sail book. The book features
basic instruction in boat handling, safety,
wind and weather, knots and seamanship,
and it was designed for use in conjunction
with a sailing course or the USYRU/ARC
"Learn to Sail" videos. Start Sailing Right
is available in softcover for $8.50 from the
USYRU Training Office, Box 209, New-
port, RI 02840, or by calling 1-800-US-
SAIL-1 for credit card orders.
Answers to 1. six 4. five 7. south
"Kids Page 2. west 5. west
Reading Maps": 3. west 6. mountain
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Western Pennsylvania owes everything to its rivers. Without the
Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio, Pittsburgh probably would
be a rundown coal mining town whose time had long ago come
and gone. If it weren't for the Forks of the Ohio, men like Andrew
Carnegie and George Westinghouse would have found no reason
to make the region home to some of the nation's greatest corporations.
But rivers have a way of doing what they please with no con-

sideration for the wants or plans of people. In their natural state
this usually means, among other things, a period of low water during
the summer. Low water in turn means restricted navigation and
restricted navigation means restricted commerce, a situation that
many people fmd intolerable.
The answer to the low water problem, of course, lies in build-

ing a system of locks and dams that create year-round navigable
pools. Pittsburgh got its first lock and dam when the Mononga-
hela Navigation Company opened one near the city's downtown
in 1841. It was joined by Davis Island Lock and Dam on the Ohio
in 1885, and Herr's Island Lock and Dam on the Allegheny in
1902. All of these are now gone.
Though locks and dams have been in place on western

Pennsylvania's rivers for more than a century, most people, even
avid boaters, know only that they raise and lower boats. This lack
of knowledge, combined with a steadily growing number of pleasure
boats using Pittsburgh's rivers every year, makes for an unnec-
essarily dangerous situation.

Preference
"U.S. Mail has preference over any boat on any waterway in

the United States," notes Bob Klemz, maintenance mechanic at
Lock 2 on the Allegheny River. That's one rule of the locks very
few boaters are aware of. "Then the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers has second preference over any boat. They're over any other
government boat, the Coast Guard, anything else. Then passen-
ger boats have preference one way unless it is on a schedule. If
it is on a schedule, it has a preference both ways."
By "passenger boats," the Corps mean larger craft carrying a

group of people. The one-way preference is designed to prevent
abuse of the system by keeping boats from simply locking through

ALLEGHENY RIVER

LOCK AND DAM NO.2
12 MILES

S ARMY

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

and then turning around and coming back ahead of other boats
that may have been waiting in line. Passenger boats have prefer-
ence both ways, however, if they are running on a schedule.

After the mail boats, Corps of Engineers and other government
craft, next in line for locking preference are passenger boats,
commercial towboats and finally, personal pleasure boats.
"A lot of the recreational boaters don't know that and they get

upset," says Klemz, "and they want to know why they can't lock
through."
"For instance," adds Larry Scafuri, lockmaster at Lock 2, "you

have a towboat with a triple that takes about an hour-and-a-half
to lock. As you're locking him up in the summertime, you get a
line of motorboats on the upper end that are waiting and a line
of motorboats on the lower end that are waiting.
"So in the process of locking this triple tow, all of a sudden

here comes the Gateway Party Liner," he says. "Now you've locked
this towboat that took maybe an hour-and-a-half and you have
maybe 30 motorboats that have been waiting the whole time. Then
this passenger boat comes down, and you have to lock him. What
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do you think those motorboats are going to do? It's pure bedlam
down here."

The Allegheny
Western Pennsylvania's economic

base has shifted from heavy indus-
try to service and its rivers have grown
cleaner, so more and more people
have taken to the Monongahela, Ohio
and especially the Allegheny, the most
scenic of the region's three major riv-
ers, for recreational purposes. Over
the past two years, Lock 2 on the Al-
legheny has locked more pleasure
boats than any other lock in the United
States. Last year that meant 9,371
boats carrying 36,966 passengers.
"Two things make the Allegheny

River unique in terms of the three

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Above is the Allegheny River Lock and
Dam 8. Below is Lock and Dam 6.
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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

rivers that we service out of the Pittsburgh District Corps of
Engineers," says John Reed, public relations officer for the Corps.
"One is that recreation use far outweighs commercial use. Sec-
ond, all dams on the river are what we call fixed crest dams. This
means that we probably have a higher percentage of boating accidents
on that river than on the others."
A fixed crest dam is essentially a slab of concrete laid across

the river. It is difficult to see from a low-riding pleasure boat because
it has no superstructure and is normally covered with flowing water.
Boaters who approach too close to it on the upstream side can
be caught in the strong current and drawn over the dam. Boaters
who cruise too close to the downstream side of the dam can have
their craft pulled into the face by powerful reserve currents.
Over the last five years, the Corps of Engineers has gone out

of its way to mark dams along the Allegheny. It has strung buoys
across the river, put up pylons and dozens of signs, some as large
as 15 feet square, warning boaters of the dams. Still, people ignore
the signs and are swept away. At the marina across from the Lock
2 sits the remains of a boat in which two people went over the
dam last year and drowned.

River conditions
Simply being aware of a dam's location, however, is no guar-

antee in itself that a boater can escape trouble. Conditions along
rivers, unlike lakes, can change from day to day, or even hour to
hour.
"We found out last year that a lot of the people we talked to

came from Lake Erie and Lake Ontario," says Klemz. "They'd
been boating for years on the lakes, but that's different. If there
is a storm on the lake, right away they dock their boats. Four
hours later the storm is over, they take their boats back out and
there is no problem.
"They come down here thinking they can do the same thing,

but they don't realize that here you have high water now. You
have a stronger current. And it might stay up for five or six days.
People don't realize that the river is a lot different from a lake."
"You get flash floods here," adds Scafuri, "with a lot more current

than you would get on lakes. Sure, a lake will rise, but there is
not too much current on a lake. When a river rises, everything
happens with it. All kinds of debris come down the river. The
current picks up and people panic.

"It is a nice day, but the river is high because it wasn't so nice
a couple of days ago. So it's a nice day. The engine conks out.
Well, what or who is going to help them? Under those circum-
stances, they should not only know that the dam is there, but what
precautions to take in navigating this river under certain circum-
stances."

Loclanen who spend practically every day on the rivers believe
that most boating accidents occur because people have not been
properly trained in handling their craft. Though the U.S. Coast
Guard and various powerboat organizations in Pittsburgh and other
river communities offer safe boating classes, no one is required
to attend them before operating a pleasure boat.
"I think that if you buy a boat, and you're going to tie it on the
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Allegheny River, it should be mandatory that boaters be aware
of all the circumstances involved in navigating on this river," Scafuri
says.
The Fourth of July and the Three Rivers Regatta in August are

the two busiest periods on the Monongahela, Allegheny and Ohio.
Fireworks, Formula One races and other events in Pittsburgh attract
boaters from throughout the area over the course of a day or two,
or even an entire week. Then, as soon as the fireworks or For-
mula One race ends, everybody heads home at once. Lock 2 on
the Allegheny has had as many as 400 boats waiting to lock through
after the two celebrations.
"They'll come up in droves," Klemz says," and they all jam

up and everybody wants to be first."
To combat the problem, last year the Corps put two boats on

the lower end of the lock. When pleasure craft approached, they
handed out numbers like the local deli.
"It worked," Klemz says. "Everybody was happy. Those two

boats down there helped the lock crew because they didn't get
any mouth from the boaters. They kept their mouths shut because
they could have been ticketed right there. And some of the fines
can be as high as $300.

Lock statistics
Western Pennsylvania's 20 locks—eight on the Allegheny, nine

on the Monongahela and three on the Ohio—are operated by civilian
employees of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The public is
welcome to tour all of them, though visitors should call ahead.
Locks on the Allegheny are the smallest of the three rivers. They

measure 56 feet by 360 feet, making them about half as wide and
a third as long as locks and dams on the Ohio River, which are
110 feet wide and 1,200 feet long.
Depending on the depth of the river, the lift of the locks varies

from 16 feet on the Allegheny to 21 feet on the Ohio. Another
20 feet of water separates boats from the bottom of the river. Water
enters and leaves the pool by gravity through hydraulically op-
erated valves. Locks are run hydraulically because it is an easy
and efficient way to operate them. Most locks now use electric
pumps that run off a water turbine to operate the hydraulic mo-
tors.

Gates come in two styles. The smaller locks use vertical stress
gates. Mounted on a giant stainless steel ball, vertical stress gates
point upstream and are held in place by the pressure of the wa-
ter. The design transfers the pressure of the water into the con-
crete walls on either side of the gate. Larger locks use horizontal
stress gates that carry the pressure upward across the top of a steel
beam and then down two other beams into a concrete base.

Size and gate style aside, and contrary to what some people
think, none of western Pennsylvania's locks and dams is designed
for flood protection. Each was built to create deep water for
navigation. Flood control is the responsibility of the larger dams,
such as Kinzua, Youghiogheny, Crooked Creek, Conemaugh and
the others guarding tributaries of the major rivers in western
Pennsylvania.
"All the commercial tows and most of the recreational tows

have marine radios," Klemz says about boats approaching the locks.
"Most call ahead about locking through. A thousand yards down
the river and up the river there is an arrival point sign. That's
where they're supposed to call from."
For small pleasure boats without radios, the Corps has installed

a rope at each end of the lock that works a horn. After
that. all the loclunen ask is a little patience and courtesy.



I, 
Sailing Pennsylvania's
Small Lakes
There is a certain mentality that bigger is
better, for example, that a big boat on a big
lake is better than a small boat on a small
lake.
That opinion is not always valid. There

are times when less is more, when smaller
is better. One example is sailing on
Pennsylvania's small lakes. It just doesn't
get any better.

Across the Commonwealth, there are
many small lakes. By most standards a sig-
nificant number of Pennsylvania lakes are
considered small. No problem, though,
because regardless of their size, each lake
is unique in terms of what it has to offer.
Besides, for sailors, the important things
about a lake are not related to its size.
The lake's directional orientation, the

direction of prevailing winds, and strength
and consistency of the wind are what re-
ally matters. In the right combination, these
factors can make any lake dynamite for
sailing.

Prevailing wind direction
So what is the key to sailing on a small

lake? The amount of fun you can have
depends greatly on getting to know the lake
and its sailing characteristics. The start-
ing point is to find the direction of the
prevailing wind. Is it consistently out of
one direction, or does it vary at different
hours Of the day, coming from one direc-

tion in the morning and another in late
afternoon? Also, does the wind vary from
day to day depending on weather patterns?
The prevailing wind determines the type

and length of the courses you can sail.
Depending on the wind direction and the
shape of the lake, you may be able to set
a course with along, fast reach, or you may
be faced with a diet of windward beats and
seemingly slow downwind runs.

If the lake is primarily round, the direc-
tion of the prevailing wind doesn't matter
much because you can sail in any direc-
tion and all your tacks will be roughly the
same length. But if the lake is long and
narrow, the prevailing wind is much more
important. The ideal situation, at least in
my opinion, is for the prevailing wind to
come from a 45-degree angle to the lake's
longest axis. That allows you to set up
different courses with the three major points
of sailing: beats, reaches and runs.

Local wind effects
After you have identified the prevailing

wind, the next step is to find the local wind
effects that are created by obstructions on
land or variations in the terrain surround-
ing the lake. Groves of trees and buildings
near the shoreline can create wind shad-
ows that extend over the water. If you sail
into one of these shadows, the wind can
be knocked out of your sails.

Robert Lee Dovien

Nearby and distant hills or long, open
fields can bend the wind from its prevail-
ing direction and add a little spice and variety
to your sailing. In certain circumstances,
thermal winds similar to land and sea breezes
can be created if there is the proper mix-
ture of open fields and large groves of trees.
Being able to read the shoreline and

knowing its impact on the wind is a vital
skill that can add a lot to your understand-
ing and enjoyment of sailing.

Where to sail
The final step in getting to know a lake

is to find out where you can and can not
sail. That means locating the shallow spots
near the shore as well as any sandbars that
may jut out into the lake. It also means
pinpointing the fishing holes, beaches and
boat ramps that can be congested with boats
and people.
Once you have gotten to know a lake,

the next question is: What do you do on
it? Sometimes you prefer to lay back and
sail in any direction the wind takes you—
and, quite honestly, its hard to shun this form
of relaxation.

Courses
When the urge for some adventure strikes,

you are limited only by your imagination.
Small lakes are an ideal place to challenge
and sharpen your sailing skills. The best
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Publications for Sailors
Robert Lee Dryden

The Commission publishes several items for sailors that contain practical in-
formation. Here are a few:
• Sailing in Pennsylvania is the title of a pamphlet that includes information

on sailboat nomenclature, righting a capsized sailboat, navigation rules and
other safety suggestions.
• Boat Trailering is the name of a pamphlet with details on trailer selection,

equipment, maintenance, launching and retrieving, and trailer registration.
• Another pamphlet, Survival in Cold Water, includes useful details on what

happens during cold-water immersion, what to do in the water, how to be
prepared, and first aid for cold-water victims.
• Personal Flotation Devices is the title of a pamphlet with information on

types of personal flotation devices (PFDs), how to use a PFD, and Pennsylva-
nia regulations on wearing and carrying PFDs.
Single copies of these four pamphlets are available for free, but with

requests, please include a business-sized self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Contact: Boating Publications, PA Fish Commission, P.O. Box 1673, Harris-
burg, PA 17105-1673.
• Guide to Public Fishing Waters and Boating Access is a new 102-page

book that lists waters open to public fishing, and Fish Commission owned or
controlled boating accesses, Department of Environmental Resources lakes,
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers impoundments. The book also features a
master index to Pennsylvania lakes. Boating access entries include details on
facilities available, customary class of boat used, and the primary type of
boating available.
This book is available for $2 postpaid. Please make checks or money orders

payable to Pennsylvania Fish Commission, and send orders to the Publications
Section at the Fish Commission address above.

;
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challenge comes from laying out a variety
of courses on the lake that focus on improv-
ing different skills.
On a small lake it's easy to lay out courses

by using landmarks for reference points and
markers. One course could include long beats
to windward as a way to develop your tacking
skills. Courses with beam reaches allow
you to find the sail trim that enhances boat
speed. Courses with downwind runs allow
you to practice the most dangerous maneu-
ver in sailing, the gibe.
Courses that run in front of obstructions

on land can help develop your skills in ir-ading
and understanding local wind effects.

Boat type
Another component in enjoying small

lakes is the type of boat that you have. On
small bodies of water the only boat to have
is a small one.
Small sailboats have a number of advan-

tages. They are quick to rig and easy to launch
or retrieve from a ramp. They are also capable
of making full use of every drop of water
by being able to sail close to shore in shal-
low water.
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The most significant advantages of small
boats are that they are highly maneuverable
and easily driven by light winds, two fac-
tors that are especially important on small
lakes. Some lakes can get crowded on week-
ends and a maneuverable boat is a must to
avoid tangling with motorboats, anchored
fishermen, and on some waterways, "toon-
ers" cruising on their pontoon boats.
An easily driven boat is an advantage

because light winds usually prevail on small
Pennsylvania lakes. A large boat never gets
going in light air, but a small boat can
accelerate with each puff and can also respond
to the wind shifts caused by trees, hills or
changes in the shoreline.

Which boat for you?
Small daysailors come in different designs,

for every type of sailor. Sailors looking for
maximum speed and excitement can choose
from a number of light boats with relatively
large sail plans. Two very popular mod-
els in this category are the Laser and the
Force 5. These boats are about 14 feet long
and weigh less than 150 pounds. They carry
only two people max, but they are true thor-

oughbreds that plane on a reach in a stiff
breeze. A used Laser can be purchased for
$1,000 to $1,200 and won't depreciate much
after that.

Sailors looking for a family boat can
choose from models such as the Javelin, Capri
14.2 and the Holder 14 Mark H. These boats
are also about 14 feet long, but unlike the
Laser and Force 5, they have a true cock-
pit with seats that make them safe for kids.
They are also stable and have reasonable
freeboard for handling waves and wakes.
Certain models of these family daysailors
have spinnakers, so they can do double duty
as racers. Used boats in this category sell
for about $2,000.
A boat intended primarily for kids is the

Optimist dinghy. With approximately
300,000 built, this 7-foot, 8-inch boat is the
world's most popular sailboat. It weighs
only 70 pounds and carries only 35 square
feet of sail, so it can be handled by young-
sters nine or 10 years old.
The opportunities for sailing fun and

challenges are out there on Pennsylvania's
small lakes. This summer, get in cl
on the fun!

Robert Lee Dryden
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